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On 10 August, Paul Craig Roberts wrote:

“People love the digital revolution. It allows them to work from home and avoid stressful commutes and office politics. The young love their cell phones that connect them to the world. For writers the Internet offers, for now, a far larger audience than a syndicated columnist could obtain. But while we enjoy and delight in its advantages, the tyranny inherent in the digital revolution is slowly closing its grip on our lives.”

He hits the nail on the head; couldn’t be more accurate.

Meanwhile, in Switzerland – host country and paradise of and for the WEF, WHO, BIS (Bank for International Settlements also called Central Bank of all Central Banks), as well as the hub of the international banking cartel and more – coming blackout scenarios are propagated on the media and desk-top simulated.

That’s on the news today – every hour on the hour. Fearmongering, or real? In any case, people debate the potential consequences of such a blackout, or several blackouts to come – in a predicted cold-cold winter.

Similar reports come out of Germany and France- and possibly most EU (European Union) countries. Could this be a concerted effort by the WEF? Let’s not forget, Ms. Ursula Von der Leyen, unelected President of the European Commission, is a member of the WEF’s Board of Trustees. And you should know, so are BlackRock, Vanguard, StateStreet, as well as many of the top private banking and financial institutions. Everything connects. Remember? No coincidences. See WEF Leadership.

Swiss electricity reserve capacity – 1 hour. They say.

Everything, infrastructure, public transport, internet, cellphone services, supermarkets,
banking services, ATM-cash machines and not least electronic bank accounts would be “out of order” – or in the case of bank accounts, in the extreme, possibly wiped out, depending on who would be served by a wipe-out.

Hospitals and other vital services would be exempt from the blackout(s) – how is that? A managed blackout?

Now the struggle is on, at least in the simulated debate – who may be considered and wants to be considered as “vital service”. It would be laughable, if it wasn’t so sad.

For the last week or so, the mainstream news is telling us how people are buying up home generators, hoping to become electricity-autonomous. Vendors of such machines are desperate. They are in short-supply and have long waiting lists.... Don’t know how to serve their new customers. Demand has apparently increased ten to twenty-fold over the year, depending whom you ask or listen to.

Many firewood suppliers are sold out for the year.

Doesn’t it occur to these people, that a home generator wouldn’t bring back internet, cellphone connections, ATM, digital bank accounts, transport systems, food supplies supermarkets, restaurants, and?

Home generators would need fuel to work. If there are energy shortages - let’s not forget, artificially, wantonly made shortages – one among many tools to dominate the masses, there would most likely also be shortages of oil, and gasoline, petrol, to operate the generators.

Why not, instead buy some candles, batteries, and non-perishable food and warm clothing?

There is literally a stampede to store up on potential sources of energy for individual use, at best for family use.

So far, there is hardly a trace of growing solidarity among people, to built up a common front against the energy tyrants.

The same Luciferian Cult that is creating food shortages through most likely weather engineered droughts, floods, fires — CLIMATE CHANGE, beware! And by oligarchs and financial giants buying up and destroying farm land around the globe, thus creating famine, misery and death.

Engineered weather is difficult to prove. Only circumstantial evidence, namely *cui bono* (who benefits) points to some very good reasons for these extended and extreme weather phenomena: prolonged waves of heat and drought, as well as life- and food-crop threatening and destroying flash floods, might indicate that there is an ulterior purpose in DARPA-style weather-weaponizing,

See [this](#), [this](#) and [this](#).

DARPA, a strategic military thinktank, is linked to the Pentagon. Wikipedia describes it as follows:

“The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency [Darpa] is a research and
development agency of the United States Department of Defense responsible for the
development of emerging technologies for use by the military.”

Weaponizing weather is one of the least visible, but deadliest armaments of recent
history.

The dark cabal, or the Beast, as it were, counts with human egocentricity, everyone for
himself, instead of a solidarity mass awakening and mass movement. That’s how they
believe they will win the battle for global tyranny.

Such blackouts – false or real – may trigger an awakening in those young and “progressive”,
misinformed people, who are delighted about digitization, QR coding everything, who would
die for advancing Klaus Schwab’s 4th Industrial Revolution even faster – they may finally see
the light, the real awakening light in the imposed darkness, when their money and freedom
disappears in a digital tyranny.

To top it all off, some high-level scientist-professors of Swiss Ivy League universities have
apparently participated in an international rainwater study that concluded rainwater was
toxic and should by no means be used as drinking water. There we go. Should there by any
chance be a water shortage (artificial of course in Switzerland, considered the water castle
of Europe), under no circumstances should you collect and drink rainwater. It’s dangerous.

Well, maybe they were thinking of the chemtrail pollutants....

Finally, if we, in solidarity, abandon the Dark Cult’s system, the Beast’s monetary system,
let the Beast be Beast – while we occupy our agricultural land, and ascend as a massive
human movement to the real light – far outshining their artificial fuel-based light in their
eternal darkness. We may see into a bright future.

This may not be as difficult as it appears – as soon as we realize the strength of
togetherness, of pulling on one solidarity string, a whole new panoply of opportunities may
open up in harmony, inspiring new opportunities under the banner of Peace and Love.
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